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See the possibilities • Meet the professionals • Busting Green Myths
Get answers on how to build more sustainably and with an eye towards resilience at the Rebuild Green EXPO
at the Santa Rosa Veteran’s Memorial Building on February 22, 2019. It’s FREE to the public.
Back by popular demand from 2018, the EXPO is a showcase for all aspects of how to build a healthy, lowcarbon home. The EXPO will feature information for everyone, from homeowners in a quandary of what green
building is, to professionals looking to learn how to do it right. The EXPO will be busting myths right and left,
showcasing affordability, accessibility and practical can-do tips for anyone looking to create a sustainable
future. In addition to the exhibition hall where many professionals and green businesses will be ready to show
and tell, throughout the day experts on all aspects of building green will be speaking at education sessions
designed for homeowners and building industry professionals.
The 2018 fires have highlighted the continued and urgent need for making these resources available. Over
25,000 homes have been destroyed by fire in the past few years, creating a huge challenge for communities.
Making healthier choices, protecting homes from future disasters, and reducing the carbon impact that
buildings have on climate change are important for building, rebuilding or remodeling.
“The EXPO is all about showing that green building does not have to be expensive or difficult to achieve,” says
Ann Edminster of Design AVEnues and one of the EXPO organizers. “We bring real-life solutions that anybody
can do. It’s the one-stop shop for healthy, low-carbon home building. In Northern California we are blessed
with having many of the world’s green building experts and professionals who are looking forward to helping
the rebuild.”
There will be exhibits on energy and energy storage, healthy interiors and finishes, construction methods and
wall/roofing systems, heating and cooling systems, fire-resistant landscaping, water use and re-use, all-electric
home advantages, and much more.
The education sessions will cover solar and battery storage for resilience, the case for all-electric homes,
protecting indoor air quality, fire-resistant homes and landscapes, meeting new energy codes and much more.
Why build green?
“The question really is, why would anybody NOT build green?”, adds Edminster. “Who wouldn’t want a more
efficient and healthier home that is more resilient to disasters and costs less to operate? We’re here to prove
that it is not pie in the sky stuff, it’s real and affordable and much easier than you might think. That’s a pretty
good reason to come to the EXPO.”
For more: rebuildgreenexpo.com
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